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Woltlab Burning Board, Invision
Power Board, MyBB, vBulletin,

XenForo, Simple Machines
Forum 2, and PunBB. This is a
Java-based utility so you should
previously deploy the working

environment on your computer.
Portable running mode

Portability comes with several
advantages to your system. There

are no entries left in the
Windows registry and

configuration data stored in your
PC. You may run the tool by
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simply opening the executable
file and get rid of it by deleting
the files that you have grabbed

from the Internet. Copying it on
any USB flash drive or other

devices is also possible. Clean
feature lineup Simple Forum

Auto Poster Product Key
delivers a well-structured suite of

features. You can check a list
with forums, view queued posts,

configure posting parameters,
tweak general settings, have a
look at a history with posted
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messages (along with URLs to
the posts), as well as analyze the

log for all your actions and
possible errors. Post messages

Simple Forum Auto Poster gives
you the possibility to select the
forums that you want to post to,
edit or delete them from the list,
build up a list with queued posts,

remove items from the queue
list, as well as start the posting

process with just one click.
When it comes to setting up the

posting parameters, you are
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allowed to pick the category,
provide a topic title and subtitle,
use tags, as well as make use of

several templates. The
application offers support for

multi-posting options and multi-
threading, and gives you the

possibility to upload and insert
images, fetch and insert IMDb

information about a movie, look
for and download movie poster
via IMDb API, preview your

messages before posting them,
and automatically detect
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CAPTCHA code and ask for
user input. Configuration settings
You can password-protect your

history, select the number of
simultaneous threads used while
posting, insert a delay time used
for posting on the same forum,
provide the number of attempts
to take when the posting process
fails, generate a list with custom

categories, and use proxy
settings. Bottom line All in all,

Simple Forum Auto Poster
provides a straightforward
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software solution for helping you
post multiple messages on

forums, and can be handled by
all types of users, regardless of
their experience level. Simple
Forum Auto Poster Screenshot
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Windows registry and
configuration data stored in your

PC. You may run the tool by
simply opening the executable
file and get rid of it by deleting
the files that you have grabbed

from the Internet. Copying it on
any USB flash drive or other

devices is also possible. Clean
feature lineup Simple Forum
Auto Poster delivers a well-

structured suite of features. You
can check a list with forums,
view queued posts, configure
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posting parameters, tweak
general settings, have a look at a

history with posted messages
(along with URLs to the posts),
as well as analyze the log for all
your actions and possible errors.

Post messages Simple Forum
Auto Poster gives you the

possibility to select the forums
that you want to post to, edit or
delete them from the list, build

up a list with queued posts,
remove items from the queue
list, as well as start the posting
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process with just one click.
When it comes to setting up the

posting parameters, you are
allowed to pick the category,

provide a topic title and subtitle,
use tags, as well as make use of

several templates. The
application offers support for

multi-posting options and multi-
threading, and gives you the

possibility to upload and insert
images, fetch and insert IMDb

information about a movie, look
for and download movie poster
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via IMDb API, preview your
messages before posting them,

and automatically detect
CAPTCHA code and ask for

user input. Configuration settings
You can password-protect your

history, select the number of
simultaneous threads used while
posting, insert a delay time used
for posting on the same forum,
provide the number of attempts
to take when the posting process
fails, generate a list with custom

categories, and use proxy
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settings. Bottom line All in all,
Simple Forum Auto Poster
provides a straightforward

software solution for helping you
post multiple messages on

forums, and can be handled by
all types of users, regardless of
their experience level. Simple

Forum Auto Poster System
Requirements: Windows
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XenForo, Simple Machines
Forum 2, and PunBB. This is a
Java-based utility so you should
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environment on your computer.
Portable running mode
Portability comes with several
advantages to your system. There
are no entries left in the
Windows registry and
configuration data stored in your
PC. You may run the tool by
simply opening the executable
file and get rid of it by deleting
the files that you have grabbed
from the Internet. Copying it on
any USB flash drive or other
devices is also possible. Clean
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feature lineup Simple Forum
Auto Poster delivers a well-
structured suite of features. You
can check a list with forums,
view queued posts, configure
posting parameters, tweak
general settings, have a look at a
history with posted messages
(along with URLs to the posts),
as well as analyze the log for all
your actions and possible errors.
Post messages Simple Forum
Auto Poster gives you the
possibility to select the forums
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that you want to post to, edit or
delete them from the list, build
up a list with queued posts,
remove items from the queue
list, as well as start the posting
process with just one click.
When it comes to setting up the
posting parameters, you are
allowed to pick the category,
provide a topic title and subtitle,
use tags, as well as make use of
several templates. The
application offers support for
multi-posting options and multi-
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threading, and gives you the
possibility to upload and insert
images, fetch and insert IMDb
information about a movie, look
for and download movie poster
via IMDb API, preview your
messages before posting them,
and automatically detect
CAPTCHA code and ask for
user input. Configuration settings
You can password-protect your
history, select the number of
simultaneous threads used while
posting, insert a delay time used
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for posting on the same forum,
provide the number of attempts
to take when the posting process
fails, generate a list with custom
categories, and use proxy
settings. Bottom line All in all,
Simple Forum Auto Poster
provides a straightforward
software solution for helping you
post multiple messages on
forums, and can be handled by
all types of users, regardless of
their experience level. :1: Basic
User Interface The
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lightweight software application
designed specifically for helping
you automatically post messages
to forums. It allows you to post
messages to phpBB 2, phpBB 3,
Woltlab Burning Board, Invision
Power Board, MyBB, vBulletin,
XenForo, Simple Machines
Forum 2, and PunBB. This is a
Java-based utility so you should
previously deploy the working
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are no entries left in the
Windows registry and
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PC. You may run the tool by
simply opening the executable
file and get rid of it by deleting
the files that you have grabbed
from the Internet. Copying it on
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feature lineup Simple Forum
Auto Poster delivers a well-
structured suite of features. You
can check a list with forums,
view queued posts, configure
posting parameters, tweak
general settings, have a look at a
history with posted messages
(along with URLs to the posts),
as well as analyze the log for all
your actions and possible errors.
Post messages Simple Forum
Auto Poster gives you the
possibility to select the forums
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that you want to post to, edit or
delete them from the list, build
up a list with queued posts,
remove items from the queue
list, as well as start the posting
process with just one click.
When it comes to setting up the
posting parameters, you are
allowed to pick the category,
provide a topic title and subtitle,
use tags, as well as make use of
several templates. The
application offers support for
multi-posting options and multi-
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threading, and gives you the
possibility to upload and insert
images, fetch and insert IMDb
information about a movie, look
for and download movie poster
via IMDb API, preview your
messages before posting them,
and automatically detect
CAPTCHA code and ask for
user input. Configuration settings
You can password-protect your
history, select the number of
simultaneous threads used while
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for posting on the same forum,
provide the number of attempts
to take when the posting process
fails, generate a list with custom
categories, and use proxy
settings. Bottom line All in all,
Simple Forum Auto Poster
provides a straightforward
software solution for helping you
post multiple messages on
forums, and can be handled by
all types of users, regardless of
their experience level.
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System Requirements For Simple Forum Auto Poster:

Windows XP SP2 1024 MB
RAM 1 GB of hard drive space
Recommended: Windows 7 SP1
2 GB of hard drive space
Introduction When I first tried
the MAME emulator in the year
2003, it was so slow in running
games, I thought it was to slow to
even be considered a serious
emulator. Well, I was dead
wrong. The MAME emulator is a
powerhouse in its own right,
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emulating an insane number of
arcade and pinball games. It
takes that number down
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